Congratulations, you bought
your lucky dog the Paw Boss®!
The patented paw washing device that soaps,
and soaks every paw with clean water.

3-Easy Steps to Success
1. Preparation
a. Remove the “Fill” plug and fill the clean water reservoir until the water starts coming out of the hole located in
the paw washing cup (where you soak your pet’s paw). The Paw Boss is now filled.
b. To facilitate paw cleaning, you may want to add a little pet shampoo or pet
antibacterial soap to the reservoir before filling with water.
c. Press the fill plug firmly back into place.
d. Place an absorbent towel next to the Paw Boss in an easy to reach location.
Your pet’s paw will come out very wet so you will need that towel close by.
2. Paw Cleaning
a. Using the built-in handle below the “Tilt Up to Fill” located on the side of the
Paw Boss, SLOWLY lift (tilt up) the Paw Boss up 45 degrees to start filling the paw
washing cup & the overflow cavity to your desired water height. Be careful to
not overfill!
b. Set the Paw Boss back down flat on the floor to allow the clean water to flow back
into the paw washing cup and slide the Paw Boss to the desired paw to be washed.
Gently insert your pet’s paw into the paw washing cup and move it back and forth
across the soft cleaning “fingers” located at the bottom of the cup. Tip: For hardwood floors, add felt pads to the bottom of the Paw Boss to help it slide easier.
c. Wipe the wet paw and dry with the absorbent towel.
d. To empty the dirty water out of the paw washing cup, use the other built in handle
below the “Tilt Up to Empty” and SLOWLY lift (tilt up) the Paw Boss to drain the dirty
water into the built-in dirty water tank.
e. Restart Step (a) to refill the paw washing cup with fresh, clean water.
f. Repeat until all paws are clean. You should get approximately 4 – 8 paw washings
with each filling depending on how high (1-2”) you fill the paw washing cup.
.
3. Emptying the Paw Boss
a. Once you run out of clean water or the dirty water reservoir gets full, take the Paw Boss to the sink and
remove the “Empty” plug. Tilt the Paw Boss slowly until all the dirty water has
drained out of the Paw Boss.
b. Rinse the inside of the dirty water reservoir with clean water to remove any excess
dirt and grime.
c. Press the empty plug back into place.
d. Restart the process with Step (a) under the Preparation section above.

There’s no
better way to
keep dirt
in its place—
and out
of your place!

Cleaning your Paw Boss is easy!
1. To prevent dirt and grime buildup, we recommend rinsing both reservoirs
of the Paw Boss before each filling depending on how much it is used. If you
need a more vigorous cleaning method due to excessive buildup, add a half
of handful of un-popped popcorn into the reservoir you want to clean
(clean one side at a time).
2. Then add a few ounces of distilled white vinegar and fill the reservoir about half
way up with water.
3. Firmly insert the “Fill” or “Empty” plugs and carefully shake the Paw Boss, allowing
the un-popped popcorn to agitate the dirt and grime away.
4. Empty the reservoir and rinse the tank multiple times to remove the vinegar smell.
5. Completely AIR DRY before refilling for use.
6. The inside of the paw washing cup and the outside of the Paw Boss can simply be
wiped with a damp, soft cloth.
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Visit www.pawboss.com to watch our instructional video, order custom skins
to match your home's decor or to order other accessories for Paw Boss.

WARNING:

pawboss.com
info@pawboss.com
1-800-632-1744

CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

